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Exploring Portfolio Optimization and Adaptive Portfolios Using MATLAB

Exploring Portfolio Optimization and 
Adaptive Portfolios Using MATLAB

Andy Jae Won Choi
Chadwick International School

Abstract
Now that technology is available to all social classes around the world, the hedge funds’ hegemony 

will end as more opportunity is readily available to all of us. Building a portfolio requires lots of data 
that can be compiled using computer programs. Using MATLAB and integrating financial concepts 
from optimization of portfolios to the Sharpe ratio, I conducted research that would hopefully enlighten 
the common people enough to better engage in the financial sector.  The two different portfolios reflect 
the current portfolio that would be ideal to purchase and the changes of assets in the portfolio in the 
adaptive portfolio, in which the asset ratio changes as time progresses. For simplicity, four stocks were 
chosen: BKS, GOOGL, TXN, and DIS. The data and portfolio had been purely organized by computer 
coding, resulting in BKS being the ideal stock, and DIS and TXN the safer stocks. 

Introduction
Financial engineering is solving financial questions using math and computer science. As a 

student devoted himself to the world of math, I always felt that while math is the basis of everything, 
it was still abstract ideas without a sense of purpose. To find usage of my knowledge of math, I tried 
various internships to tackle more practical problems. After spending months at investment securities, 
mercantile trading, and insurance companies, I found myself interested in the topic of financial 
engineering. As an intern, risk management programs and big data modeling interested me, so it 
made sense to pursue financial engineering. In the past, decisions were made by people and risks were 
calculated by mere prediction, but now that technology has developed, it is crucial to use big data to 
analyze using mathematical models and artificial intelligence to make better decisions with less risk. By 
using financial engineering, the basics of finance like portfolio optimization become more perfect.
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Portfolio optimization regards the analysis of financial assets using a mathematical approach 
in investment. Ideal portfolio optimization seeks to at the same time, create the greatest profit and 
reduce exposure to risk. Risk is calculated as the standard deviation of the rate of return, the portfolio 
optimization occurs at the efficient frontier curve, in which portfolios have the greatest return for a 
certain amount of risk. Portfolio optimization usually occurs with a mixture of many different assets to 
be risk averse. Although portfolio optimization is based on data and calculation of risk, the proposed 
efficient frontier curve would change as it is a prediction of the data.

Data analysis using computer science has become ubiquitous in the industry. As large companies 
such as Facebook and Amazon seek to understand their customers and people to increase their revenue, 
collecting and analyzing such data has become crucial to their operations. One of the first pieces of data 
to be analyzed is stock prices as it had been directly involved with. So I decided to start on a project to 
analyze the assets of choice to find the optimal portfolio for the stocks. For simplicity, I chose four US 
stocks that had been around for more than 10 years. I chose companies that I had close ties with, Barnes 
and Noble (BKS), Google (GOOGL), Texas Instruments (TI), and Disney (DIS). The research had been 
divided into two parts in which the first would investigate what ratios would bring the optimal portfolio 
in present time according to the data collected and second, in which the latest 5 years of data would be 
added and used to investigate what the program found the optimal portfolio to be. The data was taken 
weekly for a 10 year period to get a grasp on general trend of the data while maintaining a reasonable 
amount of data. The data ends in May 2015 because the coding started around that period and we were 
not able to update constantly and write this research paper. (Information from finance.yahoo.com) 

The data is supposed to cumulate in a week-by-week basis, so the real returns, also called periodic 
returns, would be hard to calculate as the returns itself create more returns. The idea of logarithmic 
returns makes this process easier as logarithmic returns are easier to calculate and the numbers are close 
to the periodic returns as well.

Logarithmic vs. Periodic Returns
It is not always obvious to the lay person to understand why we use logarithmic returns. The 

following is an explanation of the advantages to using logarithmic returns. 

For financial engineering, compared to the normal periodic, or non-compounded (periodic), 
return, logarithmic, or compounded (logarithmic), return is superior.

Given:
P1   –   Present value.
P2   –   Future value.

The equation for periodic (non-compounded) returns is:
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The equation for logarithmic (compounded) returns is: 

Now we obtain compounded (logarithmic) return from non-compounded (periodic) return. For 
this, we will express future value through present value: 

Now we divide the time interval into two portions. Therefore, we can get the next future value: 

Note, that 

We can divide the time interval into n portions: 

Note, that 

Because

If n→∞ we obtain: 

We will make a replacement in the formula: P2n→∞←P2 and r←R: 

Therefore, we obtained compounded (logarithmic) return: 

Or:
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Advantages of Compounded Returns 

Given the equations and information above, advantages and disadvantages of usage of compounded 
(logarithmic) returns can be found.

The main advantage of use continuously compounded (logarithmic) returns in finance is that they 
are time additive:

Given:

Three time points: 

And three time intervals:

While non-compounded (periodic) returns are not time additive, as two returns doesn’t add up 
to the total return: 

Where
RT12 - Compounded return for interval T12.
RT23 - Compounded return for interval T23.
RT13 - Compounded return for interval T13.

While noncompounded returns are not time additive: 

Where
rT12 - Noncompounded return for interval T12.
rT23 - Noncompounded return for interval T23.
rT13 - Noncompounded return for interval T13.
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Disadvantages of Compounded Returns

Some disadvantages that are caused by using compounded (logarithmic) returns is that 
compounded (logarithmic) return of whole portfolio is not a linear function of the component of asset 
weight.

Where
w1,…,wn   - Asset weights in portfolio.
Rasset_1,…,Rasset_n  - Compounded return of assets.
Rportfolio   - Compounded return of whole portfolio.

While noncompounded return of whole portfolio is a linear function of the component of asset 
weight:

Where
w1,…,wn   - Asset weights in portfolio.
rasset_1,…,rasset_n  - Noncompounded return of assets.
Rportfolio   - Noncompounded return of whole portfolio.

An Example for Clarification

A problem to show why compounded (logarithmic) returns is superior to the non-compounded 
(periodic) returns is demonstrated below.

Given several changes in asset price, the addition of all returns returns a different amount for two 
method of calculation: compounded (logarithmic) and non-compounded (periodic) returns. 

Consider an example:

Given that asset price series starts at 100, rises to 150, then lowers to 75. The actual return is:

When the total returns is calculated using non-compounded (periodic) returns, the answer 
returns:
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When the total returns is calculated using compounded (logarithmic) returns, the answer returns: 

Therefore, it is apparent that compounded (logarithmic) returns gives more accurate results than 
non-compounded (periodic) returns, which contain a lot of errors. 

Comparing different types of returns, the returns are graphed as following:

On chart above, we see that compounded (logarithmic) returns are less than non-compounded 
(periodic) returns, which are real results for one interval. 
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Comparing how much compounded (logarithmic) returns is less than non-compounded 
(periodic) results the difference is graphed: 

According to the graph, for returns that are less than 50%, the difference between non-
compounded (periodic) and compounded (logarithmic) returns is less 10%. Therefore, the assumption 
of the returns could be made that although compounded returns retain some error, the error does not 
seriously impede the data.

In conclusion, using compounded (logarithmic) returns is a better choice. While compounded 
returns are very similar at low rate of change to non-compounded returns, the time-additive characteristic 
of the compounded return allows the value to be summarized by using mere addition.

Portfolio Optimization
The selection of assets for the portfolio was only four stocks, although in reality, a portfolio would 

contain many more stocks. Only four were selected for simplicity. The four stocks chosen were Google, 
Texas Instruments, Disney, and Barnes and Noble. The Walt Disney Company (worth $179.5B) deals with 
mass media and entertainment. They produce everything from cable television, publishing, films, music, 
video games, theme parks, broadcasting to radio. Texas Instruments (worth $53.47B) is a company that 
mainly deals with semiconductors. Their main products include analog electronics, calculators, digital 
signal processors, digital light processors, integrated circuits, radio-frequency identification. They also 
deal with military defense as well. Barnes and Noble (worth $1.67B) is a company that sells books and 
educational products. Barnes and Noble sells Nook, an e-reader.
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In order to optimize the portfolio, we need the raw data on selected assets. 

Most stock prices stayed below $100 to make it buyable to the public. However, noticeably Google 
had greatly higher prices and the great drop at start of 2014. Google maintained a high price in order for 
the owners to retain large amount of the voting rights. The stock split happened at April of 2014. Google 
had incredibly high price making them seem very volatile, the real returns in percentage is shown below. 

We do preprocessing of raw data to obtain logarithmic returns. 
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In contrast to the seemingly volatile Google stock, Barnes and Noble (BKS) had more volatility in 
ratio. The graph shown expresses that Disney and Texas Instruments had less volatility while Barnes and 
Noble had the greatest volatility. Since one share of Google is 40 times what BKS is worth, the change in 
stock prices of BKS would more significantly change the equity of the BKS stocks.

Since risk and return are the integral parts of getting optimal portfolio, the focus is on both risk 
and return. Calculating risk and return allow the forming of the optimal portfolios, portfolios with 
greatest return for a risk.

After calculating the moments of assets, we can determine the most profitable assets and the assets 
with minimum risk.

We can generate random portfolios to see their location relative to assets.
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The efficiency curve extends from Disney, the safest and stock with least return, to Barnes and 
Nobles, the riskiest and stock with most return. 

If we draw a vertical line on the chart, then it will be a portfolio with the same risk. However, 
portfolios, which will be located on the line above, will have better return. They will be more efficient. 
On the other hand, if we draw a horizontal line, then it will be a portfolio with the same expected return. 
As in the first case, portfolios, which are located to the left, will be less riskiness. They are also more 
efficient. Thus, there is a set of efficient portfolios. It can be localized on the efficient frontier.

One of the most important characteristics of the analysis is the efficient frontier. This is the 
boundary at which for a given risk, we will have a maximum expected return of all possible portfolios. 
We can also have a minimum risk for a given expected return on the same boundary. 
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Here we see that the first portfolio with minimal risk and minimal expected return, respectively, 
the latter portfolio with a maximum risk and maximum expected return. Here we see that the BKS asset 
is the most profitable, but on the other hand, it is very risky. We construct distribution of weights of 
efficient portfolios on the two-dimensional diagram. 

Now we find two portfolios: one with minimum risk, and other with maximum return. As we can 
see, they are located at the ends of the efficient frontier. 
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Considered portfolios correspond to the weight along the edges of the distribution diagram 
weights.

The assets of given portfolio is an example of an extreme portfolio. Because BKS had the best 
returns out of the four, calculated by the equations above, the maximum return portfolio given contained 
100% of BKS stocks. However in contrast, minimum risk portfolio has diversified itself to maintain 
lowest risk as possible which is mostly Texas Instruments with Disney stocks.

Sharpe ratio is measure for risk-return ratio calculation. It uses standard deviation for 
calculations. The higher the Sharpe ratio, there is more return in certain amount of risk.
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Sharpe ratio can be used to measure and predict the risk of the portfolio. Sharpe ratio should be 

higher as portfolio is diversified and it would be considered as a risk-adjusted portfolio.

It is one of the most popular calculating formula for risk and all analysts use it as basis.

Because investors seeks to maximize return and minimize risk, the portfolio would be in between 

the minimum risk portfolio and maximum return portfolio on the efficient frontier.

Investors employ statistics such as the Sharpe ratio to assess risk and return as well. Adding on, 

usually portfolio has more diverse assets to minimize risk, this being a simplified version of real world 

financial portfolio.

Adaptive Portfolio Optimization
Adaptive portfolio optimization is different than the last one in that there is data being added 

constantly throughout “time”. This shows the changing ratios of optimal portfolio through last 5 years. 
The adaptive portfolio reflects real life in that the stock prices change according to time and portfolio 
must adjust to real world changes. 

Now we create an adaptive portfolio that will adjust its assets on the data that is being fed into the 
model. First of all we need to prepare data feed blocks. The first block having a length equal to half of the 
available data. The first block length value is 255 weeks. It is approximately 5 years: 12*4*5=240 weeks. 
The second block of data feed formed by adding to the first block more one week. The same procedure 
is performed for the remaining data feed blocks.
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As we can see in the figure above, the last data block contains all the data available. Thus, it is 
assumed that the result of last adaptation must match the result of a simple portfolio optimization, 
which we received in the ‘portfolio optimization model’. At the same time, we can see how the adaptation 
portfolio occurs.

The graph below shows how the portfolio with minimum risk adapting to new data that is being 
fed into the model.

Note that the Minimum risk portfolio weights change in a narrow range. 
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The minimum risk portfolio ratio shows that both Texas Instruments and Disney is dominant 
in the minimum risk portfolio with few changes in between, but Disney pull ahead. Google is also had 
some percentage in the portfolio, while BKS being the riskiest stock had almost none. Because BKS has 
so low price with so much volatility along with rapidly growing tech giant Google, Texas Instruments 
and Disney had slower growth, hence the lower risk.

The graph below shows how the portfolio with maximum return adapting to new data that is 
being fed into the model.
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Note that the Maximum return portfolio weights remain practically unchanged. This means that 

in this case it is a Maximum return portfolio, which includes only one active: BKS. However, sometimes, 

for certain data blocks, it was GOOGL. It also explains the sudden movements of the Maximum return 

portfolio in the previous phase diagram. Because of BKS’ low stock price, little changes makes large 

percent changes while GOOGL being worth more than 40 times makes large percent changes harder. 

Because of this volatility, the portfolio made BKS the asset that could give maximum returns.
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Looking at the results of two extreme portfolios of lowest risk portfolio and highest returns, it is 

evident that some stocks remain low risk and some high returns. In the lowest risk portfolio, DIS and 

Texas Instruments took most of the portfolio, while in maximum return portfolio BKS took up all of the 

portfolio except for a few instances of GOOGL.

The two portfolios in the research, the portfolio optimization and adaptive portfolio, are different 
in that while one has a static set of data, the other has data inputted and portfolio ratios changed over 
time. Being invoked one time only, the general model received all data at once, while being invoked 
several times adaptive portfolio gave results to portions of data. So in a real stock market, it would be 
better for portfolio ratios to change over time according to changes of data to adjust to the changes 
in markets, but it still has the basis in portfolio optimization in that adaptive portfolio is portfolio 
optimization over time. The dynamic change of adaptive portfolio allows the investors to adapt to the 
changes in the trading system as well. However some aspects of the portfolio such as dividends and 
stock-splits can alter the data collected and conclusions made, which might cause great amount of error 
in the calculations.

Conclusions
After doing this research, I discovered the integration of computer science and business.  I 

learned in depth about computer coding and its usage in the business field. Knowledge of coding and 
financial engineering was deepened by this research. Stock market and what hedge funds did came more 
realistically and intimately. I realized that with usage of portfolio optimization and adaptive portfolio, it is 
possible for portfolio management to be completely automated instead of human involvement, meaning 
purchases will be no longer swayed by emotions but be determined using pure data, meaning accuracy 
might go up. If financial trades can be completely mechanized, the stock market will be completely 
different with these system in place.

I am planning to pursue computer science with financial engineering in mind. I have been 
pursuing the field of business for years, because my parents have been in that field for a long time, and 
I have also done various internships on the topic. Computer science was very fascinating at first glance, 
which got me hooked on it. After learning about coding and programming, I have discovered that 
computer science will be critical for the future and will be crucial knowledge to have. After this research, 
I learned many things in both of these topics and could further my interest in this topic and I hope to 
continue learning more about these subjects.
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Models of Cyclic Cellular Automata

Charlie Jae Yeun Yoon
Northfield Mount Hernon School

Abstract
The idea that complex processes and systems could be the product of some very basic and 

fundamental underlying rules lead me to learn about complexity theory. After learning some of the basic 
systems, I was introduced to cyclic cellular automaton. The formation of “demons” in cyclic patterns 
were so fascinating to me that I decided to start this research project to replicate the cyclic system using 
MATLAB.  I wanted to alter the system’s inputs and parameters and really explore how the complexity 
was created. By learning how to code in MATLAB and then recreating the cyclic system through code, 
I learned a great deal about the patterns and how they emerge from simple rules. This paper delineates 
these patterns and attempts to explain the logic of the system in layperson’s terms. 

Introduction
In this research, we will be investigating in the field of Cyclic Cellular Automata. Cellular Automata 

(CA) is a field that attempts to model complex phenomena in various fields.  One such field that I’m 
interested in is biology, in which CA can recreate certain biological algorithms into computational 
and mathematical representations. The basic structure of Cellular Automata is similar to the structure 
between organic cells.

Such methods can be used to simplify complex biological models, and give us a better understanding 
of how certain patterns in nature appear. It also is the first step towards possibly recreating a form of life 
artificially, as we get to understand and recreate nature’s mechanisms.

Cellular Automata uses simple mathematical rules in order to find an immersion of an orderly 
pattern or sequence. Each “cells”, represented as a pixel of an image, are given a simple rule for change, 
and just by a simple rule obeyed by each different cells, the whole “organism” or the image representation 
of the whole will create an entire image of order and pattern. Such image will be recreated for every
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iteration, in which the cells will transform into different states according to their rules.

In order to indicate the status of the cells, 15 different colors are picked for 15 different states of the 
cells. When the whole image is initialized, each cells are given a random state, which then will evolve as 
we move through the iteration. For each repetition, all cells are cycled through and are simultaneously 
updated based on the states of its neighboring cells. After recreation of a significant amount, a definite 
pattern should emerge.

Analysis of the Cellular Automaton with a Random Initial State
Consider cellular automata, in which the initial values of the cells are set randomly. 

As you can see from the picture above cellular automaton goes through three stages: 

1. A random field.
2. Areas of color concentration.
3. Spirals also known as “Demons”
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Add another dimension to the lattice. In this dimension, we will display the state of cell. The cell 
will go up until it reaches the top of the cuboid, and then it will plummet down. Such a model is a good 
representation of the change of state of a cellular automaton. The project file has an animation of the 
cuboid. 

All cells of the lattice shown in cuboid. Select some cells, and consider changing their state in time. 
Changing of states of 15 random cells shown in the chart below. Now it is not difficult to guess in which 
of the three stages of cellular automata current cell is in each moment of time:

1. Random field. It is obvious that at the initial time, each cell is in this stage.
2. Colorful area. Once the cell begins to change its state, it gets to this stage. The formal criteria 

for determining this stage of cellular automata for each cell is next: the number of steps for 
which the cell passes a full cycle, greater than the number of cellular automata states. The 
considered cellular automaton has 15 states from 0 to 14. If cell changes the state 0 to state 14 
in more than 15 iterations of the algorithm (e.g. 20 or 25), it is in a “Colorful area” stage of 
cellular automaton.

3. Spirals also known as “Demons”. If the cell changes the state 0 to state 14 exactly in 15 
iterations, it is at the “Demons” stage of a cellular automaton. Thus a formal criterion: the 
number of steps for which the cell passes a full cycle, exactly equal the number of cellular 
automata states.
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Note some of the features of the transition from one state to another: 

1. According to the rules of a cellular automaton cell can never go back to a lower state. Note that 
the first state, which is zero, is the next state for the last state, which is 14.

2. According to the rules of a cellular automaton, the cell cannot jump over the states.

The presence of the boundary states is necessary for generating spirals as before. However, 
as will be shown below, considered above features of the transition from one state to another, 
impose restrictions on the spatial arrangement of the cells in different states including the 
boundary.
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The figure below shows the change in fractions of each state. 

As we see changes in the fractions is oscillatory. These fluctuations seem disorderly and too 
complex for analysis. Nevertheless, we try to understand them. For this, we as usual change the initial 
conditions of a cellular automaton.
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Analysis of the Cellular Automaton with an Initial State with Different 
Distances between the Initial Cells

By the rules of cellular automata, the cell in any state cannot arise by itself. For its inception in the 
neighborhood of the cell must be the cell with the same state. Thus, if at the beginning not set all the 
possible states of a cellular automaton, the missing state never occur. Cycle never will be closed and the 
spiral never arise.

However, an important role is played by the spatial arrangement of cells with different states. 
Consider this on an example. 15 cells with all possible cellular automata states put randomly on the grid. 
The remaining cells will be initialized by zero state. Thus, we have different distances between the initial 
cells. Now run the simulation and see how to change fractions.

To visualize fraction of what states are changing we consider changing fractions in 3D mode.
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As seen in the previous figure, the fraction of cells in a state of zero is reduced. Because, according 

to the rules of cellular automata, they serve as food for the cells with state one. Fraction of cells in one 

state at first increases and then decreases. This is because the fraction of cells with state one forms a 

colorful area. This colorful area is growing while in its neighborhood there is only food (cells with state 

zero). This colorful area itself becomes food and begins to decrease as soon as in its neighborhood 

there is a successor (cell with state two). A time of growth of this colorful area depends on the distance 

between the initial cells with state one and two, which now is randomly. 

As we can see from the figure, faction of cells in a state above the third is zero. This is because the 

distance between the initial cells are too big. At the same time, the number of iterations is limited and 

equal to 400. The colorful area does not reach the next success or during 400 iterations.

As we can see in the picture below, its initial state had to change only the first and last of the initial 

cells. The remaining 13 initial cells do not have time to change their state.
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This leads to the fact that our pattern is moving too slowly. 

However, this made it clear the principle of growth and reduce colorful area. 
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The colorful area grows until its boundaries have food (cells with lower state). Colorful area begins 
to decline when its surroundings appears successors (cells with higher state). 

Patterning process can be accelerated in two ways: 

1. Increasing the number of iterations.
2. Reducing the distance between the initial cells.
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Analysis of the Cellular Automaton with an Initial State with an Equal Distance 
between the Initial Cells

We put the initial cells so, that they are located at a distance of 10 cells from one another. 

We consider fraction on the 3Dchart

In the figure above, we see the movement of the colorful area from state 0 to state 13. Colorful area 
is not goes into last state, which is14, because there is no successor (the cells with state 14). However, we 
have put the cell with this state to the lattice at the beginning. In the following chart, we will see what 
happened to this cell.
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As can be seen from the graph the cell of the state 14 was absorbed by his successor (the cell with 

state 0) until the colorful area with the state 13 has had time to reach it. 
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Thus, the state 14 has disappeared from cellular automaton forever. It will never appear again.
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Thus, the cycle never will be closed and spirals are never formed. This is an important feature 

of cyclic cellular automata. Bad spatial location of cells cannot occur cycle. How to find a good spatial 

arrangement of cells. Obviously, they need to be positioned as close to each other so that they can 

interact directly. 

Analysis of the Cellular Automaton with the Initial State with a Zero Distance 
between the Initial Cells 

We arrange the initial cell one after the other. 
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We consider changing fractions on 3D graphics 

As we see factions of cells are evenly distributed among all states. The colorful area goes through 

all possible states. 
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The cycle has closed for each initial cell. 

We are seeing the formation of a spiral.
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An important conclusion can be drawn after analyzing these patters: a spiral is a colorful area for 

which three conditions are satisfied at the same time: 

1. The colorful area size is only one cell.
2. The colorful area has in their neighborhood food (cells with lower states)
3. The colorful area has in their neighborhood successor (cells with higher states)

Conclusion
After recreating the cyclic model using the aforementioned system rules, I were able to run the 

cyclic system with a number of different initial conditions.  While analyzing the model at this time, I 
observed a number of interesting features of the model: 

1. If the number of steps for which the cell passes a full cycle, greater than the number of cellular 
automata states than it is the colorful area.

2. If the number of steps for which the cell passes a full cycle, exactly equal the number of 
cellular automata states than it is the spiral. 

3. By the rules of cellular automata, the cell in any state cannot arise by itself. For its inception in 
the neighborhood of the cell must be the cell with the same state.

4. The colorful area grows until its boundaries have food (cells with lower state). Colorful area 
begins to decline when its surroundings appears successors (cells with higher state).

5. Bad spatial location of initial cells cannot occur cycle, because the last several states may 
disappear forever and never ever will appear. Thus, cellular automaton losing several states 
and is not able to produce more spiral.

6. To avoid this, initial cells need to be positioned as close to each other so that they can interact 
directly.

7. A spiral is a colorful area for which three conditions are satisfied at the same time:
• Colorful area size is only one cell.
• Colorful area has in their neighborhood food (cells with lower states)
• Colorful area has in their neighborhood successor (cells with higher states)

In such process, we discovered that there is a general pattern that immerses out of the simple 
rules that govern the development of the entire image. These cyclic patterns are called “demons.” Such 
patterns are discovered regionally during the early stages of the organism, and then is discovered on the 
entire image as the organism matures. For such image to occur, however, there are some limitations. 
When not all cells have neighboring cells of a succeeding state or a previous state, demon are not shown. 
Also, there are some instances of random initialization, where all cells happen to be initialized in a way 
that the cells of lower states disappear. When such a phenomenon occurs, an orderly image of patterns 
should emerge.

As I investigated these cyclic cellular automata models, I noticed that when the patterns are made 
more complicated, a more complex system can occur. It is possible, I believe, to make a model that 
behaves more like an actual living organism, by implementing genetic algorithms to these models. In 
order to do so, investigations into Genetic algorithms should occur first. In the future, I would like to 
take my newfound knowledge of cellular automata systems and apply it towards research in genetic 
algorithms.
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Abstract
Encryption is one of the most crucial systems we need on the Internet, especially in our society, 

where almost all money-related activities are possible online. Encryption is what allows people to 
share personal information online without worry of someone unwanted accessing it. Because I want 
to major in Computer Science, I thought learning about encryption could give me more knowledge 
and understanding about the complicated world of computers. Open key encryption, also known as 
public key encryption, is the specific type of encryption that is ubiquitously used on the Internet. The 
Merkle – Hellman knapsack cryptosystem was one of the first open key encryption to be invented, so I 
wanted to do research on the cryptosystem so that I would have a better understanding of the concept of 
open key encryption. Furthermore, I used MATLAB to practically run the Merkle-Hellman Knapsack 
Cryptosystem for two reasons: in order to learn a new computing language as well as to achieve my goal 
of attaining an in-depth, line-by-line understanding of the Merkle-Hellman Knapsack Cryptosystem.

Introduction
Encryption is the process of ciphering a message so that it is only viewable by ones who are 

authorized. To be clearer, encryption is not a way to prevent the interception of the message, but a 
way to make the message inaccessible without a key to decipher the locked message. It is not exactly 
known when and who developed encryption, but the history shows that Julius Caesar used encryption 
to communicate with his generals. According to this fact, it is possible to assume that the mankind used 
encryption even before Christ. 

Encryption was originally mostly used and developed for military purpose until half a decade ago, 
with the advent of the Internet. For example, the Germans used the enigma during the Second World 
War to communicate plans about battles while the Allies were not able to decipher the messages they
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intercepted. However, after the development of the Internet, the purpose of encryption changed more 
towards privacy. The online web is a public domain that anyone can access to; and in order to deliver 
private messages through this web, encryption was required. This is what allows emails, purchases, and 
social network accounts to be kept private.

Types of Encryption Schemes

Symmetric and Asymmetric Schemes

There are two types of cryptography in encryption, symmetric or asymmetric. Symmetric 
cryptograph, also known as private key cryptography, was what Julius Caesar and the Germans 
used during their fight in wars. Symmetric cryptosystem only requires one key, for both 
ciphering and deciphering a message. Private keys are very secure when they are efficiently used. 
For instance, the German Enigma was an extremely secure cryptosystem, however repeating 
words in the reports made the system breakable. This was not a systemic error in enigma; it 
was just that the Germans used it in the wrong way. Also, symmetric cryptosystem is relatively 
faster compared to asymmetric cryptosystem. However, symmetric cryptosystem has weakness 
that are too crucial to be ignored. In order to use a private key cryptosystem, the two forces 
have to share a key that is exactly same. However, this is hard to achieve when the two forces 
are physically far away from each other. Furthermore, since symmetric cryptosystem only uses 
one key for both ciphering and deciphering, interceptor can not only decipher the message but 
also cipher a fake message and send it to the two forces that are trying to communicate. When 
this fake message is received by one of the forces, it will be not so much likely that the receiver 
would realize that the message is not real.

Public key cryptography is a cryptosystem that allows people to share information online 
without worrying that the information would be intercepted by unwanted force. Public Key 
Cryptosystem uses two keys, each for ciphering and deciphering.

Figure 1: Basic Structure of Public Key Cryptosystem
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As shown in figure one, Bob shares a public key online. Alice sees this public key and encrypts 
her message using the public key. However, hackers cannot hack the message with the public key. The 
encrypted message is delivered to Bob and he uses the private key to decrypt the message that Alice 
has sent. Only Bob owns this private key therefore Alice and Bob does not have to meet beforehand to 
share what keys they would use to encrypt their message with. However, the weakness of this public key 
system is that if a hacker figures out the private message, then all the information that he have received, 
including the one from Alice, would be hacked.

In order to eliminate these weaknesses of symmetric cryptosystem, the idea of asymmetric 
cryptosystem was developed. Diffie-Hellman key exchange was one of the first practical uses of this 
asymmetric cryptosystem. Diffie-Hellman key exchange was developed by Whitfield Diffie and Martin 
Hellman in 1976. However, for security reasons, this was kept secret until 1997. Asymmetric cryptosystem, 
also known as public key cryptosystem, requires two keys each for ciphering and deciphering. Just like 
its name, public key cryptosystem requires the receiver to give out a public key that senders of messages 
encrypt their message with. The significance of asymmetric cryptosystem is that unless the private key of 
the receiver is used on the encrypted text, the message cannot de deciphered. This increased the security 
and convenience compared to symmetric cryptosystem. Also, asymmetric cryptosystem provides digital 
signatures that cannot be repudiated. However, the public key cryptosystem also has weaknesses such 
as speed, since the whole process takes longer than the process of private key cryptosystem, and backup 
plan. Public key cryptosystem was designed for online web so that people would not have to worry 
about their personal information being able to be accessed by anyone using the web. The public key is 
useful in that way because the receiver does not have to decipher senders’ messages with different private 
keys each time. However, if that private key is hacked, there are no backup plans to stop the personal 
information from being hacked because all the messages share the same cipher and decipher key.

In 1978, Ralph Merkle and Martin Hellman developed the Merkle-Hellman Knapsack cryptosystem 
based on the idea of Diffie-Hellman key Exchange. This cryptosystem was successful until Adi Shamir 
broke it in 1982. The Merkle-Hellman Knapsack cryptosystem was effective since the ideas were simpler 
than those of RSA cryptosystem.

Merkle-Hellman Knapsack Cryptosystem
Overview

The knapsack algorithm, developed by Ralph Merkle and Martin Hellman, was the first algorithm 
to be used in public key encryption. Suppose that there are objects with different mass and we are going 
to put certain masses into a knapsack. How do we get a definite value of mass from the knapsack? 
This could be done by using binary. The two binary values (0 and 1) indicate included and excluded. 
Therefore, using the given masses (M1, M2, M3…), the sum (weight of the knapsack) could be computed 
by the following equation.

When the bn = 1, the mass is included, and when bn = 0, the mass is excluded.
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E.g., masses of things may have the next values: 1,5,6,11,14,20. We can pack a knapsack so that its 
mass will be equal to 22, using masses 5,6, and 11. But if we want to get total mass equals to 24, the problem 
becomes unsolvable. The time, needed to solve this problem in general, grows exponentially.

The Merkle-Hellman knapsack algorithm used this idea to cipher binary messages. The table 
below is the example of it.

Message 111001 010110 000000 011000
Knapsack 1 5 6 11 14 20 1 5 6 11 14 20 1 5 6 11 14 20 1 5 6 11 14 20

Cipher text 1+5+6+20=32 5+11+14=30 0=0 5+6=11
Table 1. Making cipher text with help of knapsack

Exercise 1

Encrypt the text blocks 0101010, 0010011, 1101101, 1011101 with help of the knapsack set 
{1,3,4,9,15,25,29}.

Solution

Let’s use the table 1 as a sample and represent our data in a similar form:

Message 0101010 0010011 1101101 1011101
Knapsack 1 3 4 9 15 25 29 1 3 4 9 15 25 29 1 3 4 9 15 25 29 1 3 4 9 15 25 29

Cipher text 3+9+25=37 4+25+29=58 1+3+9+15+29=57 1+4+9+15+29=56

The hackers might believe that this cryptosystem is simple thus easy to break. However, the idea 
of knapsack is just easy to cipher, but extremely hard to decipher. Just by giving a person the cipher text 
of 32, they cannot figure out what was the binary message because they do not know about what masses 
existed and what masses were put in the knapsack.

Superincreasing Knapsack Sequence

Definition. The sequence {xn} is called superincreasing if for all k ϵ N.

Example 1

The sequence {1,3,6,13,27,52} is superincreasing: 3>1; 6>3+1; 13>1+3+6; 27>1+3+6+13; 
52>1+3+6+13.

The sequence {1,3,4,9,15,25} is not superincreasing: 

3>1, but 4=3+1.
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Exercise 2

Invent two another sequences, first of which is superincreasing and the second one – not 
superincreasing. 

Solution

The sequence {2,4,7,14,28,57} is superincreasing:

2<4; 2+4<7; 2+4+7<14; 2+4+7+14<28; 2+4+7+14+28<57.

The sequence {3,4,7,14,24,55} is not superincreasing:

3<4, but 7=3+4. 

Superincreasing sequence (let’s just say {xn}) makes solving knapsack problem a whole lot easier. 
We can start by getting the total weight, or the sum of weights, just by comparing the biggest number 
in the sequence. If S < xn Then we know that xn would not be in the knapsack. If S ≥ xn, then we put the 
number in the sequence and subtract it from S and keep going on until we get a zero, meaning that we 
just deciphered a message. If it does not come out to zero, then there are no answers to it and the value 
is not obtainable by using the sequence. 

Example 2

Let the total knapsack’s weight is equal to 70 kg and the sequence of masses is {2,3,6,13,27,52}. 
The biggest mass is 52; it is less than 70, so 52 should be put into the knapsack. Subtracting 52 
from 70, we get 18. Next mass is equal to 27; it is greater than 18. So 18 should not be put into 
the knapsack. Next mass, 13, is less than 18, so 13 should be put into the knapsack. Subtracting 
13 from 18, we get 5. Next mass, 6, is greater than 5, so 6 should not be put into the knapsack. 
Continuation of this process will show that mass, equals to 3 kg and 2 kg should be put into the 
knapsack. Wherein the total weight is decreased to zero which means that solution is found. If we 
apply this process to Merkle–Hellman knapsack encryption, than the message, getting from the 
cipher text 70 will be equal to 110101.
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We can generate this superincreasing sequence by using MATLAB.

>> k=6; for i=1:k
disp(‘i=’);disp(i);m(i)=input(‘m(i)’)
end

i=     1
m(i)2 
m =     2

i=     2
m(i) 3
m =     23

i=     3
m(i) 6
m =    236

i=     4
m(i) 13
m =     2     3     6    13

i=     5
m(i) 27
m =     2     3     6    13   27

i=     6
m(i) 52
m =     2     3     6    13   27     52

To realize a part, corresponding to encryption block we write a simple MATLAB function:

function K=knapsack(w,x,n)% n is the number of the sequence’s terms
W=w;v=x;
for i=0:n-1
k=n-i; 
if x(k)<=W
W=W-x(k);b(k)=1;
else
b(k)=0
end
end
end

If we call this function by the next way:

>> knapsack(70,m,k)

We get the required result:

b =     1     1     0     1     0     1
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Exercise 3

Let the total knapsack’s weight is equal to 80. 
a. Check that the sequence {3,4,8,16,32,64} is superincreasing
b. Recover binary message by similar to example 2 way.
c. Generate simple MATLAB code to solve b).

Solution

a. 3<4; 7<8; 15<16; 31<32; 63<64
b. Let’s denote W=80; x1=3, x2=4, x3=8, x4=16, x5=32, x6=64. 

Here we the next steps:

1. x6≤W ⇒ x6 should be put into the knapsack and W1=80-64=16 (b6=1)
2. x5>W1⇒ x6 should not be put into the knapsack (b5=0)
3. x4≤W1⇒ x4 should be put into the knapsack and W2=16-16=0 (b4=1)
4. W2=0⇒ b3=b2=b1=0.

The answer is 000101.

c. The code is similar to example 2:

>> k=6; for i=1:k
disp(‘i=’);disp(i);m(i)=input(‘m(i)’) % Input block
end
i=     1
m(i) 3
m =     3

i=     2
m(i) 4
m =     3     4

i=     3
m(i) 8
m =    3     4     8

i=     4
m(i) 16
m =     3     4     8    16

i=     5
m(i) 32
m =     3     4     8    16    32

i=     6
m(i) 64
m =     3     4     8    16    32    64

To recovery message we will use function knapsack (see Example 2):

>> knapsack(80,m,k)

b =     0     0     0     1     0     1
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Public and Secret Keys for Knapsack Encryption

Deciphering a message given superincreasing sequence and cipher text S is trivial. To eliminate 
this triviality, Ralph Merkle modified the superincreasing sequence {xn} with two numbers q and r so 
that the two numbers are suitable to the following criteria. 

• 

• r<q; r and q are coprime.

Secondly, now Ralph Merkle modified the original sequence {xn} and made a new sequence {yn} 
with the following rule. 

The original sequence (x1,x2,…,xn; q,r) is now called the closed key and the new key (y1,y2,…,yn) is 
called the public key.

Example 3

Let’s generate secret and public key for the sequence x= {2,3,6,13,27,52,104,210}. 

It’s sum is equal to 417:

To find prime number q>417 we will use MATLAB function primes:

>> p=primes(450)
…
Columns 79 through 87

   401   409   419   421   431   433   439   443   449

For example, q=421.

Then we select rϵ(1,421), e.g. r=201.

Thus, {x,421,201} form a secret key.

To generate public key we construct new sequence using formula (2) with help of MATLAB:

>>q=421;r=201;k=8; for i=1:k
y(i)=mod(x(i)*r,q)
end

y =

   402   182   364    87   375   348   275   110

(2)
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Exercise 4

Continue the sequence, using in the exercise 2, adding 3 terms to it and generate secret and 
public keys with help of MATLAB.

Solution

1. The required sequence, for example, is x={3,4,8,16,32,64,128, 256,386}
2. The sum of the sequence is

3. To find prime number q>417 we will use MATLAB function primes:

>> p=primes(915)
…
Columns 144 through 156

   827   829   839   853   857   859   863   877   881   883   887   907   911

For example, q=907.

Then we select rϵ(1,907), e.g. r=501.

Thus, {3,4,8,16,32,64,128,256,386;907;501} form a secret key.

4. To generate public key we construct new sequence using formula (2) with help of 
MATLAB:

a. organizing input of the superincreasing sequence members

>> k=9; for i=1:k
x(i)= input(‘x(i)’)
end
x =
     3     4     8    16    32    64   128   256   386

b. Construct new sequence using formula (2)
>>q=907;r=501;k=9; for i=1:k
y(i)=mod(x(i)*r,q)
end

y =
   596   190   380   760   613   319   638   369   195
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Extended Euclid’s algorithm for Finding of Multiplicative Inverse

Let’s recall that number d is called the multiplicative inverse of e (modulo φ(n)) [5] if

e∙d≡1(mod φ(n))

For illustration of extended Euclid’s algorithm acting we will use two-stage:

Pseudocode (stage 1)
AT THE INPUT: two natural a and b, a>=b
AT THE OUTPUT: D =GCD(a,b) and integers x and y such that ax +by=D

1. Let’s x1:=1, x2:=0, y1:=0, y2:=1
2. While b>0
3. q:=[a/b], r:=a-qb, x2:=x1-q*x2, y2:=y1-q*y2
4. a:=b, b:=r, x1:=x2, x1:=x, y1:=y2, y1:=y
5. Put D:=a, x:=x1, y:=y1 and return (D,x,y)

Here [c] means integer part of c.

Example: Let us find D=GCD(500,440) and integers x and y such that 500x +440y=D.
Initial Data: x1:=1, x2:=0, y1:=0, y2:=1

1st step:
q=[500/440]=1, r=500-1*440=60;
 x2=1-0=1,y2=0-1=-1, a=440,b=60

It is suitable to place the intermediate results of computation into the table:

№ a b q r x1 x2 y1 y2
1 500 440 1 60 1 0 0 1
2 440 60 7 20 0 1 1 -1
3 60 20 3 0 1 -7 -1 8
4 20 0 - - -7 22 8 -25

Summary: GCD(500,440)=20=500*(-7)+440*8.

This algorithm was realized in MATLAB (see e.g. [6]) as a function gcd  ([g,u,v] = 
gcd(A,B)) is calculated using the extended Euclidian algorithm)

2nd step:
Algorithm for finding multiplicative inverse due to the formula (1).

(3)
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Pseudocode (stage 2)
AT THE INPUT: two natural e and N.
AT THE OUTPUT: inverse of e in modulus of N.

1. Use extended Euclid’s algorithm for finding of x and y such that ex + Ny = D, 
where D= GCD(e,N)

2. If D>1 then there is no inverse element else return x.

This algorithm was realized in MATLAB (see [7]) as a function reverse:
function R = reverse(M, N)
%Calculate reverse for M modulo N.

[x, y, d] = egcd(M, N);
if d == 1
    R = mod(x, N)
return
end
end

function [x, y, d] = egcd(a, b)
%Extended Euclidean algorithm.
%Calculate greatest common divisor.

a = abs(a);
b = abs(b);

if b == 0
    x = 1;
    y = 0;
    d = a;
return
end

x1 = 0;
x2 = 1;
y1 = 1;
y2 = 0;

while b > 0
   q = floor(a / b);
   r = a - q * b;

   xtmp = x2 - q * x1;
   ytmp = y2 - q * y1;

   a = b;
   b = r;

   x2 = x1;
   x1 = xtmp;
   y2 = y1;
   y1 = ytmp;
end

x = x2;
y = y2;
d = a;
end
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Knapsack Decryption

Three sequences are generated so far: superincreasing sequence x={xn}; derivative sequence y= 
{yn}; binary sequence y= yi =r·xi mod q; b={bn}. Furthermore, we made a cipher text S= y1b1+…+ynbn.

Now, in order to decipher the text, we need an integer c using a multiplicative inverse of r modulo 
q, C.

The recipient first calculates the cipher text using the following equation.

Then,

Since cr = 1 mod q and yi =r·xi mod q it follows

So,

Since the sum of all xi is less than q, the value of

belong to the segment [0,q-1]. Thus, the recipient should determine bi from the condition

However, there is a simple problem (see upper) because {xn} is superincreasing sequence.
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Example 4

Let’s use the sequences {xn}, {yn} and numbers q,r operated in the example 3
a. To encrypt test message ‘a’ with help of MATLAB, converting it into a binary form.
b. To decrypt the message, using special MATLAB function for find inverse modulo 

q (see [6]).

Solution

From example 3 we know public key y =   402   182   364    87   375   348   275   110. 

a. To convert ‘a’ into binary form we will use embedded MATLAB functions: 
>> str=’a’;d=double(str); A=dec2bin(d,8)

A =01100001

Let’s organize simple loop for input elements of A:
>> for i=1:8
A(i)= input(‘A(i)’)
end
A =
     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     1

and for coding A through public key
>>S=0;for i=1:8
S=S+A(i)*y(i)
end
…
S=656

So cipher text is S=656.

b. To find inverse modulo q we apply MATLAB function reverse

Using this function looks as
>>c=reverse(r,q)
ans =   155

i.e. c=r-1 mod q =155.

To decrypt a message we (acting as Bob) multiply S by c mod q:
>> mod(c*S,q)
ans =   219

Since secret key x= {2,3,6,13,27,52,104,210} assumed to be known,  so far we can use 
the function, created for encryption in example 2.

>> knapsack(219,x,8)
b =
     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     1

The answer is quite right.
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Exercise 5

Use the sequences {xn}, {yn} and numbers q,r operated in the exercise 4 
a. To encrypt test message ‘b’ with help of MATLAB.
b. To decrypt the message A’ using special MATLAB function reverse.

Solution

a. From the exercise 4 we know public key
y =      596   190   380   760   613   319   638   369, superincerasing sequence 

As in example 4 we convert ‘b’ into binary form using embedded MATLAB functions:
>> str=’b’; d=double(str); B=dec2bin(d,8)

B =01100010

Next one can organize loop for input elements of A:
>> for i=1:8
B(i)= input(‘B(i)’)
end

B =
     0     1     1     0     0     0     1     0

and for coding B through public key
>>S=0;for i=1:8
S=S+B(i)*y(i)
end
…
S=1208

So cipher text is S=1208.

b. To find inverse modulo qwe apply MATLAB functionreverse
>>q=907;r=501;c=reverse(r,q)

c =   802

I.e. c=r-1 mod q =802.

To decrypt a message we multiply S by c mod q:
>> mod(c*S,q)

ans =   140

Since secret key  x={3,4,8,16,32,64,128,256}assumed to be known,  so far we can use 
function knapsack, created earlier:

>> knapsack(140,x,8)
b =     0     1     1     0     0     0     1     0
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Conclusions
Through my research of the Merkle-Hellman Knapsack cryptosystem and my progress in learning 

how to use MATLAB, I was able to successfully recreate the encryption algorithm.  Through the process 
of learning number theory concepts like modular arithmetic, primality, and the Extended Euclidean 
Algorithm, I was able to code the encryption and decryption processes.  

One topic that I was unable to research and address is how this cryptosystem has become broken.  
I would like to, in the future, research how the knapsack cryptosystem can be broken, and how it is 
inferior to other systems. RSA cryptography might be the next topic for my research since it is also one of 
the oldest open key encryption to be invented. Then eventually, I want to create a new cryptosystem, on 
my own, that is practical and open source. After doing more research on the various types of encryption 
and encryption strategies based in number theory, I would make a new cryptosystem instead of using 
a cryptosystem that currently exists. I would be able to do this by using the programming and basic 
encryption knowledge I learned while researching for this project.

In addition, by researching the Merkle-Hellman Knapsack cryptosystem, I also learned the 
basic ideas of cryptosystems and the roles they play in modern society.  This research gave me a lot of 
information about the encryption world. In the past, I didn’t know how crucial it was to our modern 
day online world. However, now I know that encryption was used even before Christ, and it is still with 
us today, even though it is in a different form. I look forward to exploring this dense yet crucial field in 
the future.
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Abstract
Mathematics from past times has proved to be one of the difficult subject probably because it 

requires too much of reasoning and greater thinking capacities. As if that is not enough, the poor methods 
of presentation and unfriendly attitude of some teachers makes the situation to appear difficult such that 
mathematics continues to attract the interest of very few people and the percentage of females among 
them is very insignificant. Most of the students studying mathematics resulted to it because they had 
no otherwise by not being admitted to the course of their choice. Permutation and combination is one 
of the topics in Mathematics that pose problems to students. In this paper, we explain how permutation 
and combination could be taught using play way approach among other methods that could be used. 
At the same time in this paper a new method of generating permutations in a more orderly manner is 
developed.

Focusing Questions
In a given question, how do we recognize that it asks whether for permutation or for combination? 

And where does order matter between permutation and combination?

Introduction
Combinatorics is the branch of mathematics which deals with collections of objects that 

satisfy specified criteria like counting arrangements, permutations, and combinations. For example, 
combinatorics would answer the question “how many different ways can you arrange a 20-song playlist 
if you have 60 songs to choose from?”
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Combinations is the branch of combinatorics where changing the order of the objects does not 
have a greater meaning .For example, the question “how many teams of 10 baseball players can a manager 
assemble from a roster of 18 players?” is a combinations question since changing the order in which 
the player is chosen does not create a new arrangement. Permutations is the branch of combinatorics 
where changing the order of the objects creates a greater meaning. For example, the question “how 
many different ways can a baseball pitcher who throws 6 unique pitches throw the next 3 pitches?” is a 
permutations question because changing the throwing order creates a new arrangement like, throwing 
fastball, sinker, changeup is different than throwing sinker, changeup, fastball.

Body
Permutations involve problems in where the arrangement of items is taken into. Some examples of 

common problems are arranging books on a shelf, creating a seating chart or making a schedule and time 
table. In all of these situations, moving things around creates a different arrangement, chart, or schedule. 
Suggesting, if changing the order of the items in question creates a uniquely different arrangement, then 
one is dealing with a permutation.

There are two general ways to solve these problems. The first method involves drawing the 
problem. The second involves the use of a formula. For simpler problems it is often possible to draw 
the arrangement. However, as the problems become more difficult, drawing the problem can become 
more prone to errors and using the formula may be best. In permutation we have basically two types of 
permutation, which are permutation with repetition and permutation without repetition.

Permutation with repetition

When we have a total number of items to be n, this simply means that we have n choices each 
and every time. On choosing r of them, we have the permutation to be   n × n × ... (r times).this can 
be translated that for the first choice we have n possibilities, then for the second choice there are n 
possibilities and with regard to that it keeps on multiplying each time. It now becomes cheaper to write 
down as an exponent of r. n × n × ... (r times) = nr, where n is the number of items to choose from and 
r are chosen from them. 

Permutation without repetition

Here we are required to make a reduction of the number of available choices each time. It should 
also be noted that without repetition our choices get reduced each time and it is mathematically written 
as a factorial function (!) that means to multiply a series of descending natural numbers. The formula is 

written as    where n is the number of things to choose from and we choose r of them without 

repetition and order matters.
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Combinations 

Permutations are not similar to combinations since combinations do not consider order. The 
number of possible euchre hands or the number of teams that can be created in a gym class are just a 
few examples. In both cases, the order does not matter. Unlike permutations, combinations cannot be 
easily solved by diagramming the problem. They are also of two types consisting of combinations with 
repetition and combinations without repetition. Majorly under combinations without repetition, the 
numbers are drawn one at a time. This means that the order does matter and then it alters so that order 
does not matter. Hence we adjust the permutation formula to reduce it by the number of ways that the 
objects could be ordered. This is due to the reason that we are not totally interested in their order.

Hence,

where n is the number of items to select from and r are chosen from them.

Discussion
Permutation without Repetition sample question

How many different arrangements is there for the letters a, b, c, d, e? 

This is a permutation without repetition because an arrangement of a, b, c, d, e must include 
all the letters a, b, c, d, and e. For, example, a, a, b, b, b is not an arrangement of a, b, c, d, e. 
Therefore, this is a permutation without repetition.

If you choose r objects out of a group of n distinct objects, 

You get NPR= n! / (n-r)!

For this question, we are choosing 5 objects (a, b, c, d and e) out of 5 objects (a, b, c, 
d, e), so we get:

5P5= 5! /0! = 5*4*3*2*1 / 1 = 120 (Remember: 0! = 1)
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Permutation with repetition sample question

If you look at the word TOOTH, there are 2 O’s in the word. Both O’s are identical, and it does not 
matter in which order we write these 2 O’s, since they are the same. In other words, if we exchange ‘O’ for 
‘O’, we still spell TOOTH. The same is true for the T’s, since there are 2 T’s in the word TOOTH as well. In 
how many ways can we arrange the letters in the word TOOTH?

We must account for the fact that these 2 O’s are identical and that the 2 T’s are identical. 
We do this using the formula: 

nPrx1! X2! Where x is the number of times a letter is repeated. 

nPrx1!x2!5P52!2!5P52!2!5P52!2!=5P52!2!=5×4×3×2×12×1×2×1=1204=30

We can arrange the letters in the word TOOTH in 30 different orders

Combination

In how many ways can a group of five players on the varsity boys’ basketball team be chosen from a 
team of 14 players?

This represents a combination of 14 objects taken 5 at a time and is equal to 2,002.          
14C5=14/ (9! 5!) = (14*13*12*11*10)9! =2002                          

In conclusion can clearly see from the examples above that if n become bigger, the task of 
exhaustively listing and counting all the possible outcomes of the arrangements becomes a difficult task. 
Hence we cannot effectively carry out this without the use of computer. To determine the number of 
possible outcomes we need an elegant mathematical formula like the results we have obtained above.
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Introduction
The concept of primality is central to the number theory concepts. Prime numbers are the natural 

integers with no positive divisors apart from one and itself. Natural numbers greater than one, which 
are not prime numbers are commonly referred to as composite numbers. For instance, five is a prime 
number solely because five and one are its lone positive, numerical factors. On the other hand, six is not 
a prime number because two and three are its divisors in addition to one and itself. The fundamental 
theorem establishes the principle role of primality in the number theory. It states that integers greater 
than one may be expressed as products of primes uniquely in terms of ordering. The distinctiveness of 
the conception requires the exclusion of one as a prime number because of the possibility of including 
one in factorization. For instance, 3, 1•3, 1• 1 c3 and so on, are legitimate factorization of three. The 
trial division is a slow but simple approach for the verification of the primality of any given integer. The 
process entails ascertaining whether an integer is a multiple of any number between two and the root of 
the integer.  However, algorithms are considered to be much more effective in the testing of primality of 
relatively larger integers. Even numbers greater than two are not considered as prime numbers because, 
by definition, such numbers have at minimum three discrete divisors, namely one, two, and itself. 

Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic
The critical importance of primality to mathematics and number theory in particular stems 

from the arithmetic fundamental theorem. The conception asserts that integers larger than one may 
be expressed as prime products in ways that are unique with regards to the order of the factors of 
primality.  For instance, 23244 is equivalents to 149 • 13 • 3 • 22. In the example, it is evident that similar 
prime factors may transpire multiple times. It may be decomposed as follows: n = p1 • p2 • p3• p4• p5• 
p6... • pt. The concept implies that factorization of prime numbers is identical except in the ordering 
of the constituent factors. Therefore, despite the numerous algorithms as far as prime factorization is
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concerned, the results are identical.  The early Greeks did not consider one as a number, as well as prime. 
However, by the Renaissance and Middle Age, most mathematicians began to regard one as a prime 
number. Derrick Norman included one in his list of prime numbers. During the twentieth century, 
however, that has changed because one has assumed a special category referred to as a unit.

Prime Factorization Proof
The prime factors, in the number theory, are prime numbers that divide integers precisely without 

a remainder. The prime factorization of integers is a list of prime factor numbers and their resulting 
multiplicities, which are often in powers. For instance, 420 is equivalent to 2*2*3*5*7, also expressed as 
22*3*5*7, whereby 5, 3 and 2 have multiplicities of one, two and three, respectively. The concept of gcd 
of two integers will used in proving that when p is a prime and p | mb, then p | m or p | n.  The key step 
in the theorem is proving the above statement. 

Let gcd (r, n) = max {d | r and d | n}, unless both r and n are zero whereby gcd (0, 0) is equivalent 
to zero. For instance, gcd (1, 2) is equivalent to one, gcd (6, 27) is equivalent to three and gcd (0, m) is 
equivalent to m. When m is not equivalent to zero, the gcd is existent primarily because when d |m then 
d is less than or equivalent to | m|, and | m| is the only existing positive integer less than or equivalent to 
| r |. Additionally, gcd will exist when n is not equivalent to zero. For any numbers r and n, the gcd (r, n) 
will be equivalent to gcd (n, r), gcd (±r, ±n), gcd (r, n – r), and gcd (r, n + r). It proves that gcd (r, n) is 
equivalent to gcd (r, n –r) because other cases are already proved using a similar approach.

Euclid’s Proof
The tenets of Euclid’s theorem is that the two, there, five, seven, eleven, thirteen … series of prime 

number succession or sequence never ends. The statement is in honor of Euclid, a mathematician of the 
ancient Greek. The proof considers any predetermined set of S prime numbers. The idea is to take into 
consideration the product of numbers concerned plus one. 

N  1+ П pєS p•

Just as other integers, the term N is certainly divisible by, at minimum, one prime and itself. Of 
the prime divisors of N, none is a member of the predetermined set, S, of prime numbers because of the 
remainder left behind. Consequently, the fixed sets of prime extend to larger predetermined set of prime 
numbers. Most often it is erroneously suggested that Euclid’s proof is grounded on the supposition 
that the initial set comprises solely of prime numbers, resulting to contradictions, or that it consists 
of smaller primes as opposed to arbitrary fixed sets of prime numbers.  Today, nth Euclid number is 
considered to be the multiple of the least n prime numbers plus one.
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Euler’s Proof
The Euler’s proof makes use of the sum of the reciprocals of prime numbers: S = ½ + 1/3 + 1/5 

+ 1/7…1/p. The sum becomes bigger than arbitrary real numbers as long as p is significantly big. The 
scenario demonstrates that primes are infinitely many, because otherwise the sum would only grow up 
to the point where the ultimate prime is achieved. The S (p) growth is quantified in the second theorem 
of Mertens. For comparison purposes, the sum S = ½2 + 1/ (32) + 1/ (52) + 1/ (72…1/ (n2) does not 
lead to infinity as n approaches infinity. In that case, the frequency of occurrence of primes is higher 
compared to the squares of ordinary numbers. The Brun’s theorem asserts that the sum of the twin 
primes’ reciprocals, (1/3 + 1/5) + (1/5 + 1/7) + (1/7 + 1/11) + (1/11 + 1/13) is finite. 

Applications
For years, the number theory and the concept of primality are considered as the canonical 

illustrations of pure mathematics. These concepts can be used in the development of cryptography 
algorithms, and most notably in the generation of pseudorandom numbers and hash tables. Modulo 
arithmetic alters arithmetic using numbers {0, 1, 2, 3……n-1}, with modulus being a fixed natural 
integer. Calculating products, sums, and differences is executed as usual. However, when handling a 
negative integer or numbers greater than n-1, the modulus is substituted by the remainder after being 
divided by n. For example, when n is equivalent to seven, the sum of five and three is one rather than 
eight because eight divided by seven has one as its remainder. Therefore, it can be said that the sum of 
five and seven is congruent to one modulo eleven. The statement is denoted as 5 + 7 = 1(mod 11). At the 
same time the sum of six and one is 0 (mod 7). The standard properties of multiplication and addition 
are still applicable in modular arithmetic. 

A range of mathematical domains apply prime numbers, with Sylow theorems being some of the 
areas of application. According to the conception, when G is a predetermined set and pn is the greatest 
power of p, a prime that subdivides the ordering of G, then the finite group has a subset of order pn. 
In addition, group consisting of prime order are considered as cyclic. Several algorithms of public-key 
cryptography, including the RSA, are founded on big prime numbers. This is based on the assumption 
that it is relatively easier and efficient to multiply two large integers (m and an) than to calculate m and 
n when only the product (mn) is predetermined. The evolutionary strategy applied by the cicadas uses 
the concept of primality.

Conclusion
As it has been demonstrated, the concept of primality is profound in the number theory. 

Prime numbers find many uses in different scientific areas including cryptography. One of the most 
interesting assertions around prime numbers is that every positive integer can be uniquely expressed 
as a product of prime numbers, although the assertion is extremely difficult to prove. Prime numbers 
exhibit unique characteristics, as they seem to grow, just like weed grows, among natural numbers, 
obeying no other law other than that of chance.
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Abstract
I was always curious about how personal information was stored and delivered through the 

Internet. In the real world we sign a receipt to verify that we are the people using our credit cards, but 
in the digital world, how can our signature become valid? I searched for the information and discovered 
that digital signatures exist via the Internet, and data encryption standard, known as the DES, is the 
standard the United States employ. The DES is the combination of El Gamal and Schnorr’s digital 
signature. Through this research paper I explored the Schnorr’s digital signature mainly, by using the 
MATHLAB and the math model tools. The bases of the key generated by the digital signature have its 
principal in number theory, so I also learned about the modular rules. 

Introduction
What is cryptography?

Cryptography dates back to the ancient times when simple methods were used to encrypt 
messages. Scytale and Polybius were simple devices used to encrypt messages for military services to 
deliver secret messages between troops. The most known encryption method is the Caesar cipher by 
Julius Caesar in 100 BC, which uses a substitution cipher. In a substitution cipher, each letter is shifted 
to substitute another letter. For instance, shifted by 5 places implies that ‘A’ is replaced with ‘F’. However, 
due to the frequency of letters used in the language, this method was easily broken. 

Later in the 19th century, electric encryption key was introduced by Hebern which was called 
the Hebern rotor machine. Using a single rotor, the key was in the rotating disk and the key encoded 
a substitution table. Therefore, pressing the keyboard resulted the output of the cipher text. However, 
as the Caesar cipher, the first electronic contraption was broken by letter frequencies. As a result, in
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order to spread out the letter frequency, the Germans used the Enigma machine through the end of 
World War I and heavily during World War II. There were 3 to 4 motors for each machine and the rate 
the motor rotates resulted the cipher text. Therefore, the initial setting of the keyboard was required to 
decode the encrypted message. However, Enigma machine was decrypted by Poland’s cipher bureau. 
Throughout history, encryption was developed mainly to secure military information and deliver war 
tactics. Broken encryption methods resulted in failure of certain battles.

Therefore, it was important to not only secure their messages but also to decrypt the enemies’ 
messages. The field of cryptography was enlarged by the two world wars and major breakthroughs were 
made during this time.

Why is Cryptography Important?

In the later 1900s, the use of cryptography became widespread with commercial usage. Businesses 
were trying to secure their information from competitors and customers were demanding some kind of 
encryption methods. One of the innovative company, IBM formed a crypto group and designed a cipher, 
Lucifer. Now IBM possessed a good crypto support. Later, known for a block cipher, Lucifer was adopted 
as the DES(Data Encryption Standard). However, the computing power increased geometrically that 
eventually broke the key through brute force attack. The brute force attack led to increase the complexity 
of the secret key to slow the time it takes to obtain a possible plain message. 

Most of the cryptography remains partly hidden. Since the value of encryption method is 
determined through how secure the key remains, major discoveries are not exposed publicly. As a result, 
the discoveries of new methods were not revealed to public and were primarily operated in encryption 
related institutions. 

Digital signatures can be seen as handwritten signatures in electronic format. It refers to any 
electronic data that carries the purpose of a signature, but not all electronic signatures use digital 
signatures. It demonstrates the authenticity of the message or document. A valid digital signature will 
provide the recipient with the certainty that the message was sent by the person he or she wanted. 
It is commonly used in software distribution, financial transactions, and places to detect forgery or 
tampering.

El Gamal Digital Signature
Above diverse digital signature mechanisms, Schnorr’s Signature is one of the modern digital 

signatures using asymmetric cryptography. It also provides a non-repudiation, which means that the 
signer cannot successfully claim that they did not signed a signature. Non-repudiation schemes have 
time stamps. Therefore, even when the private key is exposed, the time stamp makes the digital signature 
valid. Also, Schnorr’s signature is based on discrete logarithm problems which base comes from the El 
Gamal Digital Signature. 

El Gamal digital signature scheme is one of the famous digital signatures based on difficulty of 
computing discrete logarithms. Taher ElGamal described it. It employs asymmetric key encryption and 
its algorithms are used in the free GNU Privacy Guard software. Its security depends upon the difficulty
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of a certain problem. 

In order to generate a key pair (public key - a secret key), a first chosen large prime integer P and 
large integer G, where G <R. The sender of the signed document (Alice) and receiver (Bob) use in the 
calculations similar large integers P (~ 10308 or ~ 21024) and G (~ 10154 or ~ 2512), which are not 
secret.

The algorithm is as follows:

1. Alice chooses random integer X, 1< Х ≤ (Р-1), and compute

The number Y is the public key used to verify the signature of the sender. The number of Y is 
open to all potential recipients of transferred documents. The number X is the sender’s private 
key for signing documents and should be kept secret.

2. Alice hashes a message M using the hash function h:

and generates random integer K,  1<K<(P-1) such that K and (P-1) are coprime.

3. Alice computes an integer a by the formula

4. Alice computes integer b, solving the equation (see e.g.[9]):

with help of extended Euclid’s algorithm. The pair of numbers (a,b) form digital signature S

affixed to the document M. A triple (M, a, b) is sent to the recipient, while the pair (X, K) is 
kept secret.

5. After receiving the signed message (M, a, b) Bob should verify is the signature. S = (a, b) 
corresponding to the message M. He first calculates the hash-value of the received message M:

6. Then he calculates the value

and recognizes the message authentic if and only if
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In other words, a receiver checks the equity of ratio 

The last equation is satisfied if the signature S = (a, b). 

We can demonstrate that the last equation is satisfied if and only the signature is S= (a,b) 
under the document M that is obtained through using a secret key of X, from which the 
public key Y was obtained. Therefore, without disclosing the key itself, one can make sure the 
sender of the message M was the holder of the private key, which is X, and the sender signed 
the document M. 

However, the problem of ElGamal digital signature scheme is in the large size of P.

Schnorr’s Digital Signature
To decrease the size of the signature Schnorr created new scheme, based on ElGamal. It includes 

3 big steps:
I. Generating of Keys
II. Generating of Signature
III. Verification of Signature

Generating of Keys

Let’s consider the 1st step: Generating of keys for Schnorr signature is performed similar to DSA 
[3]:

1. Alice selects prime number p, which length (as usual) is equal to 1024 bits.
2. Alice selects another prime number q such that p - 1 = 0 (mod q). It is accepted to choose the 

size of q equals to 160 bits.
3. Alice selects e1 ≠ 1, such that e1

9 = 1 (mod p). It can be realized by organizing simple iteration 
procedure.

4. Alice selects integer number d<q, as her secret key.
5. Alice calculates  e2 = e1

9 mod p.

So, public Alice’s key is (e1,e2,p,q) and her secret key is d.
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Example 1

Suppose p=88667. Let’s factor p-1 with help of MatLab [5]:
>> factor(88666)
ans =           2          43        1031

So, we can select  q=1031. 

To do the next step we should use special function, which has been generated in previous 
paper (see [3]):

function R = modulopower(X, N, M)
X = rem(X, M);
R = 1;
while N > 0
   if rem(N, 2) == 0
       X = rem(X * X, M);
       N = N / 2;
   else
       R = rem(R * X, M);
       N = N - 1;
   end
end
end

Remark, that there are several elements that are satisfy equation e1
9 = 1 (mod p). They can 

be found by the cycle:
>>p=88677; q=1031;i=i0;
>> while modulopower(i,q,p)~=1
i=i+1
     end

E.g. if i0=70300 then e1=70322. 
Let’s check it

>> modulopower(70322,1031,88667)

ans =     1

I.e. e1
1031 = 1 (mod 88667).

Let’s Alice select d=755, so e2 = 703221031-755mod88667 = 13136:
>> modulopower(70322,1031-755,88667)

ans =       13136

Thus, Alice’s set of keys consists of (70322,13136,88667,1031).
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Exercise 1

Suppose p=48731, q=443. It is required: 
a. check the condition p - 1 = 0 (mod q);
b. find arbitrary e1 near 10000 with help of MATLAB, organizing iteration procedure;
c. select d<443 and e2  with help of MATLAB.

Solution

a. Let’s factor number p using embedded MatLab function factor:
>> factor(48730)

ans =     2     5    11   443

b. Acting as in Example 1, we get
p=48731;q=443;i=10000; while modulopower(i,q,p)~=1
i=i+1
     end
…
i =       10228

So, e1=10228.

c. Selecting d=357 we can calculate e2 = e1
q-dmod p with help of MatLab

>> e1=10228;e2=modulopower(e1,q-d,p)

e2 =       42300

Thus, Alice’s set of public keys consists of (10228,42300,48731,443).

Generating the Signature

Let’s consider the 2nd step:
1. Alice select arbitrary number rϵ(1,q). It should be performed every time when she is going 

to transfer a new message. 
2. Alice calculates and generates first signature S1 with help of hash function_: S1=h(M|g1) 

where M is message; a|b denotes concatenation of expressions.
3. Alice calculates second signature S2=(r+d*S1)mod q. 
4. Alice transfers M, S1 and S2.
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Example 2

Calculate S1 and S2 for the test message M=1000 using Alice’s keys, generating in Example 1. 

Solution

a. Let’s use MatLab embedded function randi to find r
>> q=1031;r=randi(q,1,1)
ans =   987

b. Then we find g1
>> r=987;e1=70322;p=88667;g1= modulopower(e1,r,p)

g1 =       85882

c. To define concatenation of numbers we write simple function for calculating the 
number of digits of g1:

function f=numdigits(x)
n=x; k=1;
if n<10;
    s=0;
else
    s=mod(n,10);
    while n>10;
        h=mod(n,10);
        g=h/10;
        n=(n/10)-g;
         k=k+1;
    end
end
k
end

Applying this function gives
>> numdigits(g1)
k =     5

So, concatenation will be done as
>> M=1000;M1=M*10^k+g1
M1 =   100085882

d. To end this block we use hash function H(x)=x2modZ, where Z<p is integer which has 
the same digits as p:

>> M1=100085882; Z=76543;S1=mod(M1^2,Z)
S1 =       37718

e. Calculating S2
>> q=1031;d=755;r=987;S2=mod(r+d*S1,q)
S2 =   826

Thus, expression to transfer are M=1000; S1=37718; S2=826.
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Exercise 2

Calculate S1 and S2 for the test message M=2000 using Alice’s keys, generating in Exercise 1 
with the same hash-function as in Example 2.

Solution

a. Let’s use MatLab embedded function randi to find r
>> q1=443;r1=randi(q1,1,1)
r1=63

b. Then we find g1
>> e1=10228;p1=48731;g1= modulopower(e1,r1,p1)
g1 =       15963

c. To define concatenation of numbers we write simple function for calculating the 
number of digits of g1:

>> g1=15963; numdigits(g1)
k=5

So, concatenation will be done as
>> M=2000;M1=M*10^k+g1
M1= 200015963

d. To end this block we use hash function H(x)=x2modZ as in Example 2
>> M1=200015963; Z=43210;S1=mod(M1^2,Z)
S1 =       12668

e. Calculating S2
>> q=443;d=357;r=63;S2=mod(r+d*S1,q)
S2 =   395

Thus, expression to transfer are M=2000; S1=12668; S2=404.
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Verification of the Signature

Let’s consider the last step. After receiving pocket (M,S1,S2)  from Alice, Bob do the next:
1. Calculates V=h(M| e1

S2 e2
S1 mod p).

2. Checks the validity of S2 mod p = V mod p. If true then a message is adopted if false then a 
message is rejected.

Example 3

Let’s check the Alice’s authenticity of the signature, generating in Example 2. 

a. To calculate  we will use the rule a·b mod p = ((a mod p)·(b mod p))mod p [9]. I.e. 
Applying function modulopower, for known values of e1,e2,S1,S2,p we get

>> e1=70322;e2=13136;S1=37718;S2=826;p=88667;
G=mod(modulopower(e1,S2,p)* modulopower(e2,S1,p),p)

G =       85882

b. To calculate h(M|G) we act analogously to the Example 2
>> numdigits(G); M1=M*10^k+G
k =     5
M1 =   100085882
>> Z=76543;V=mod(M1^2,Z)
V =       37718

Since V=S1 mod p, so the message is adopted.

Exercise 3

Check the Alice’s authenticity of the signature, generating in Exercise 2. 

Solution

a. Applying function modulopower, for known values of e1,e2,S1,S2,p we get
>> e1=10228;p=48731;e2=42300;S1=12668;S2=395; 
G=mod(modulopower(e1,S2,p)* modulopower(e2,S1,p),p)

G =       15963

b. To calculate h(M|G) we act analogously to the Example 2
>> numdigits(G); M1=M*10^k+G
k =     5
M1 =   200015963
>> Z=43210; V=mod(M1^2,Z)
V =      12668

Since V=S1 mod p, so the message is adopted.
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Schnorr Authentication Protocol
The algorithm of the protocol is as follows: 

1. Pretreatment. Alice chooses a random number r, (r< q) and calculates. These computations 
are preliminary and may be made long before Bob advents.

2. Initiation. Alice sends x to Bob.

3. Bob chooses a random number R between 0 and 2t-1 and sends it to Alice.

4. Alice computes S= r + dR (mod q) and sends S to Bob.

5. Confirmation. Bob computes (mod p) and identifies Alice if z=x. The security of this algorithm 
depends on the parameter t. The autopsy of the algorithm is approximately equal to 2t. This 
algorithm can be also realized in MatLab without any difficulties.

Conclusion
The research paper about Schnorr’s Digital Signature gave me an idea of how my personal 

information was secured throughout the internet. Generating the key and authentication process was 
simple in form but complicated in decoding. Also, this process of exploration taught me how to use 
MATLAB and format a research paper. Exploring the way that digital signatures developed from the 
El Gamal digital signature to the Schnorr’s signature and how the United States adopted their DES to 
combine the two ways was intriguing in how the development took place. 

 Throughout the history of cryptography, it always has been a matter of how the information can 
be secured secretly to prevent the hackers from hacking into the information and causing disruption. 
Authentication is an important matter since it proves the accuracy of the information. The fast developing 
hacking industry has induced developers to come up with a more secure and complicated method. Since 
nowadays, brute force attack can decrypt any message that is encrypted and it is the matter of time that 
causes problem, the key has to be longer and harder to find out. Especially, the quantum computers 
directly employ the quantum mechanical phenomena to perform the operation of data. They differ from 
digital computers and foster the speed of decryption. Coming up with the way to prevent the brute force 
attack can be a future object for people in the field but also decoding the key will always be parallel to 
the development. 

 Therefore, I would like to further explore how to generate and decode the key in a more efficient 
way. How to factorize the prime number has always been enigma to the developers in the field, so I want 
to explore how they came up with the thought and how efficient factorizing can take place using certain 
methods.
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Appendix: MATLAB Code (1/3)

Exploring Portfolio Optimization and Adaptive Portfolios Using MATLAB

clear
clc
close
conn = yahoo(‘http://download.finance.yahoo.com’);
portfolio.AssetList = {‘GOOGL’ , ‘TXN’ , ‘DIS’, ‘BKS’ };
portfolio.NumAssets = numel(portfolio.AssetList);
for i = 1:portfolio.NumAssets

    Price.(portfolio.AssetList{i}) = ...
    fetch(conn,portfolio.AssetList{i},...
    {‘Close’},’05/19/2005’,’05/19/2015’,’w’);

    temp = Price.(portfolio.AssetList{i});
    portfolio.ClosePrices(:,i) = temp(:,2);

end
portfolio.Dates = temp(:,1);
clear connitempPrice
portfolio.Returns = tick2ret( portfolio.ClosePrices,...
                              portfolio.Dates,...
‘Continuous’ );
plotData  = portfolio.Returns;
yzLabelStr = ‘Return’;
dateData = portfolio.Dates(2:end);
f = figure;
set(f, ‘Position’, [0,0,1024,634])

plot( dateData , plotData, ‘LineWidth’,2 )
datetick(‘x’,’yy’)
xlabel(‘Year’,’FontSize’,18)
ylabel(yzLabelStr,’FontSize’,18)
title(‘Financial History of Returns of Assets’,’FontSize’,18)
legend(portfolio.AssetList)
grid on
clear plotDatadateDatayzLabelStrf

for i_end = 255:511

   i_start = i_end - 254;

   adaptive.Returns    { i_start , 1 } = portfolio.Returns( 1 : i_end , : );
   adaptive.Dates      { i_start , 1 } = portfolio.Dates  ( 1 : i_end , : );

end
f = figure;
set(f, ‘Position’, [0,0,1024,634])

bar(511*ones(1,257))
hold on
bar(255:511,’r’)
hold off
xlim([0 258]);
ylim([0 512]);
xlabel(‘Data block number’,’FontSize’,18)
ylabel(‘Length of data block in weeks’,’FontSize’,18)
title(‘Data feed blocks that is being fed into the model’,’FontSize’,18)
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legend(‘All Data’,’DataFeed Block’)
clear fi_starti_end
adaptive.AssetList   = portfolio.AssetList;
adaptive.NumAssets   = portfolio.NumAssets;
adaptive.NumDataFeed = length(adaptive.Returns); 
adaptive.DataFeed    = 1:adaptive.NumDataFeed;

adaptive.RiskMultiplier   = sqrt(12*4);
adaptive.ReturnMultiplier = 12*4;
for dataFeed = adaptive.DataFeed

   adaptive.AssetMean  { dataFeed , 1 } = mean ( adaptive.Returns{ dataFeed } );
   adaptive.AssetCovar { dataFeed , 1 } = cov  ( adaptive.Returns{ dataFeed } );

end
clear dataFeed
adaptive.NumEfficientPortfolio = 20;

for dataFeed = adaptive.DataFeed

    [ temp.EfficientRisk   ,...
      temp.EfficientReturn ,...
      temp.EfficientWeights  ] = portopt(adaptive.AssetMean  {dataFeed }, ...
                                         adaptive.AssetCovar {dataFeed }, ...
                                         adaptive.NumEfficientPortfolio);

      adaptive.EfficientRisk    { dataFeed , 1 } = temp.EfficientRisk;
      adaptive.EfficientReturn  { dataFeed , 1 } = temp.EfficientReturn;
      adaptive.EfficientWeights { dataFeed , 1 } = temp.EfficientWeights;

end
clear tempdataFeed
for dataFeed = adaptive.DataFeed

    [~, temp.MinRiskPortfolioNumber  ] = min( adaptive.EfficientRisk   { dataFeed } );
    [~, temp.MaxReturnPortfolioNumber] = max( adaptive.EfficientReturn { dataFeed } );

    adaptive.MinRiskPortfolioNumber   ( dataFeed , 1 ) = temp.MinRiskPortfolioNumber;
    adaptive.MaxReturnPortfolioNumber ( dataFeed , 1 ) = temp.MaxReturnPortfolioNumber;

end
for dataFeed = adaptive.DataFeed

    portfolioNumber1 = adaptive.MinRiskPortfolioNumber(dataFeed);
    portfolioNumber2 = adaptive.MaxReturnPortfolioNumber(dataFeed);

    adaptive.MinRiskPortfolioRisk   (dataFeed,1) = adaptive.EfficientRisk   {dataFeed}
(portfolioNumber1);
    adaptive.MinRiskPortfolioReturn (dataFeed,1) = adaptive.EfficientReturn {dataFeed}
(portfolioNumber1);
    adaptive.MinRiskPortfolioWeights(dataFeed,:) = adaptive.EfficientWeights{dataFeed}
(portfolioNumber1,:);

    adaptive.MaxReturnPortfolioRisk   (dataFeed,1) = adaptive.EfficientRisk   {dataFeed}
(portfolioNumber2);
    adaptive.MaxReturnPortfolioReturn (dataFeed,1) = adaptive.EfficientReturn {dataFeed}
(portfolioNumber2);
    adaptive.MaxReturnPortfolioWeights(dataFeed,:) = adaptive.EfficientWeights{dataFeed}
(portfolioNumber2,:);
end
clear tempdataFeedportfolioNumber1portfolioNumber2
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f = figure;
set(f, ‘Position’, [0,0,1024,634])

x = adaptive.MinRiskPortfolioRisk   * adaptive.RiskMultiplier;
y = adaptive.MinRiskPortfolioReturn * adaptive.ReturnMultiplier; 
z = adaptive.DataFeed;

plot3( x , y , z,’-r.’, ‘LineWidth’, 2)

box on
grid on

camzoom(1.0)

xlabel({‘Risk (Standard Deviation’, ‘of Returns). Annualized’},’FontSize’,18)
ylabel({‘Expected Return.’, ‘Annualized’},’FontSize’,18)
zlabel({‘Number of data block’, ‘that is being fed into the model’,’’,’’},’FontSize’,18)
title(‘Phase portrait of Minimum risk portfolio movements’,’FontSize’,18)

view(77,22)

snapnow;

view(0,90)

snapnow;
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Appendix: MATLAB Code (1/8)

Models of Cyclic Cellular Automata

clear
clc

lattice.setting.rowCount    = 300; 
lattice.setting.columnCount = 300; 

lattice.setting.size      = [lattice.setting.rowCount ...
                             lattice.setting.columnCount];

lattice.setting.cellCount =  lattice.setting.rowCount * ...
                             lattice.setting.columnCount;

lattice.initial.n = 15; 

lattice.current = zeros( lattice.setting.size );             
lattice.next    = zeros( lattice.setting.size );

% save random generator state
randomGeneratorStateCyclic = rng;

%% Analysis 1
%
% generate random cells

lattice.current =  randi( lattice.initial.n , lattice.setting.size ) - 1;

initialStatesRowIndex    = randperm( lattice.setting.rowCount, lattice.initial.n );
initialStatesColunmIndex = randperm( lattice.setting.columnCount, lattice.initial.n );

%% Analysis 2
%
% put lattice.initial.n initial cells into random indexes 

initialStatesRowIndex    = randperm( lattice.setting.rowCount, lattice.initial.n );
initialStatesColunmIndex = randperm( lattice.setting.columnCount, lattice.initial.n );
for index = 1:lattice.initial.n
    state = index-1;
    initialStatesValue(index) = state ;
    row = initialStatesRowIndex(index);
    column = initialStatesColunmIndex(index);
    lattice.current(row,column) = state;
end
clear indexrowcolumnstate
for index = 1:lattice.initial.n
    disp(lattice.current(initialStatesRowIndex(index),initialStatesColunmIndex(index)))
end

%% Analysis 3
%
% put lattice.initial.n initial cells into the center of the lattice
% with gap

initialStatesValue       = [  0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14];
initialStatesRowIndex    = [150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164];
initialStatesColunmIndex = [150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150];
initialStatesDelta =       [  0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14];
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initialStatesRowIndex = initialStatesRowIndex + (initialStatesDelta-4)*10;

for i = 1:length(initialStatesValue)
    lattice.current(initialStatesRowIndex(i),initialStatesColunmIndex(i)) = ...
    initialStatesValue(i);
end

%% Analysis 4
%
% put lattice.initial.n initial cells into the center of the lattice

initialStatesValue       = [  0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14];
initialStatesRowIndex    = [150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164];
initialStatesColunmIndex = [150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150];

for i = 1:length(initialStatesValue)
    lattice.current(initialStatesRowIndex(i),initialStatesColunmIndex(i)) = ...
    initialStatesValue(i);
end

%% Countinue to simulate

tick = 1:400;

stateCyclic = cell ( max(tick) , 1 );

tic()

for ticks = tick

for i = 1:lattice.setting.rowCount
for j = 1:lattice.setting.columnCount

% calculate indexes for von Neumann neighborhood in torus lattice
            iMinusOne = 1+mod( -1+(i-1)+lattice.setting.rowCount , lattice.setting.rowCount );
            iPlusOne  = 1+mod( -1+(i+1)                          , lattice.setting.rowCount );
            jMinusOne = 1+mod( -1+(j-1)+lattice.setting.columnCount , lattice.setting.
columnCount );
            jPlusOne  = 1+mod( -1+(j+1)                             , lattice.setting.columnCount );

% calculate successor of the cell’s value
            successorOfTheCellValue = mod( lattice.current(i,j) + 1 , lattice.initial.n);

%  if a cell has a neighboring cell whose value is the successor of the cell’s value,
if lattice.current(iMinusOne,j) == successorOfTheCellValue || ...
               lattice.current(i,jMinusOne) == successorOfTheCellValue || ...
               lattice.current(i,jPlusOne ) == successorOfTheCellValue || ...
               lattice.current(iPlusOne,j ) == successorOfTheCellValue

% the cell is “consumed” and takes on the succeeding value.
              lattice.next(i,j) = successorOfTheCellValue;

else

% or retains its old value  
              lattice.next(i,j) = lattice.current(i,j);    

end%if

end%j
end%i
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    stateCyclic{ticks} = lattice.current;

    lattice.current = lattice.next;

    disp([‘cellular automata:Cyclic. ticks = ‘ int2str(ticks) ])

end% for ticks = tick

disp([‘elipsed time: ‘ num2str(toc()/60) ‘ min.’])

save data_03_cyclic.matstateCyclicrandomGeneratorStateCyclic

%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% 
% define colorMap
redColor   = linspace(1.00,0.00,lattice.initial.n);
greenColor = linspace(0.00,1.00,lattice.initial.n);
blueColor  = linspace(1.00,0.00,lattice.initial.n);

for cellStateNumber = 1:lattice.initial.n
    lattice.setting.colorMap(cellStateNumber,:) = [redColor(cellStateNumber)...
                                                   greenColor(cellStateNumber)...
                                                   blueColor(cellStateNumber)];
end
clear cellStateNumberredColorgreenColorblueColor

% create table for cellular automata states
colorMapExampleTable = zeros(fix(lattice.initial.n / 3),...
                             fix(lattice.initial.n / 5));
state = 0;
for i=1:size(colorMapExampleTable,1)
for j=1:size(colorMapExampleTable,2)
        colorMapExampleTable(i,j)=state;
        state = state + 1;
end
end

%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% Plot cellular automata states colors
close all
f = figure;
image( colorMapExampleTable )
colormap( lattice.setting.colorMap )
axis off
axis image
title(‘CYCLIC CELLULAR AUTOMATA STATES’)

% Note state number for each color
state = 0;
for i=1:size(colorMapExampleTable,1)
for j=1:size(colorMapExampleTable,2)
        text(j,i,int2str(state),...
‘Color’,’k’,...
‘HorizontalAlignment’,’center’,...
‘FontWeight’, ‘bold’,...
‘EdgeColor’,’k’,...
‘BackgroundColor’,’w’);
        state = state + 1;
end
end
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saveas(f,’01_CYCLIC CELLULAR AUTOMATA STATES’,’png’)
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% surf
[X,Y] = meshgrid(1:lattice.setting.rowCount,1:lattice.setting.columnCount);

vidObj = VideoWriter(‘visualize_03_cyclic_surf’); 
open(vidObj);   

for ticks = 1:length(stateCyclic)
        f = figure;
        mesh(X,Y, stateCyclic{ticks}); %,’EdgeColor’, ‘non’);
        zlim([0 20])
        colormap( jet )
        daspect([1,1,0.2]);
        camzoom(1.3)
        box on
        title([ ‘Ticks = ‘ int2str(ticks)])
        drawnow
        currFrame = getframe(f);
        writeVideo(vidObj,currFrame);
        delete(f)

end

close(vidObj); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

clear vidObjcurrFrametickstickijiMinusOneiPlusOnejMinusOnejPlusOne

%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% image

vidObj = VideoWriter(‘visualize_03_cyclic’); 
open(vidObj);                                      

for ticks = 1:length(stateCyclic)

        image( stateCyclic{ticks} )
        colormap( lattice.setting.colorMap )
        axis off
        axis image
        title([ ‘Ticks = ‘ int2str(ticks)])
        drawnow
        currFrame = getframe(gcf);
        writeVideo(vidObj,currFrame);

end

close(vidObj); 

%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% surf

% input
              name = ‘cellular_automata_03_cyclic_surf’;
      title_string = ‘Cellular Automata - Cyclic’;
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% number of iterations

tick = fix( linspace(1,400,12) );

tic()

close all

A = cell( length(tick),1 );
k = 0;

for ticks = tick

        surf(X,Y, stateCyclic{ticks} ,’EdgeColor’, ‘non’);
        zlim([0 20])
        colormap( jet )
        daspect([1,1,0.2]);
        camzoom(1.3)
        box on
        title([ title_string ‘: ticks = ‘ int2str(ticks)])

        drawnow
        k = k+1;
        imagePath = [‘cellular_automata_images\03_cyclic_surf\’ name ‘_’ int2str(ticks) ‘.png’];
        saveas(gcf,imagePath);
        A{k,1} = imread(imagePath);

end

imwrite([A{ 1,1} A{ 2,1} A{ 3,1}; 
          A{ 4,1} A{ 5,1} A{ 6,1};
          A{ 7,1} A{ 8,1} A{ 9,1};
          A{10,1} A{11,1} A{12,1};],[name ‘.png’]);

disp([‘elipsed time: ‘ num2str(toc()/60) ‘ min.’])

% clear temp var

clear nametitle_stringticktickskA

%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% image

% input
              name = ‘cellular_automata_03_cyclic’;
      title_string = ‘Cellular Automata - Cyclic’;

% number of iterations

tick = fix( linspace(1,400,12) );

tic()

close all

A = cell( length(tick),1 );
k = 0;

for ticks = tick
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        image( stateCyclic{ticks} )
        colormap( lattice.setting.colorMap )
        axis off
        axis image
        title([ title_string ‘: ticks = ‘ int2str(ticks)])

        drawnow
        k = k+1;
        imagePath = [‘cellular_automata_images\03_cyclic\’ name ‘_’ int2str(ticks) ‘.png’];
        saveas(gcf,imagePath);
        A{k,1} = imread(imagePath);

end

imwrite([A{ 1,1} A{ 2,1} A{ 3,1}; 
          A{ 4,1} A{ 5,1} A{ 6,1};
          A{ 7,1} A{ 8,1} A{ 9,1};
          A{10,1} A{11,1} A{12,1};],[name ‘.png’]);

disp([‘elipsed time: ‘ num2str(toc()/60) ‘ min.’])

% clear temp var

clear nametitle_stringticktickskA

%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% Cell states for lattice.initial.n
A = cell( lattice.initial.n,1 );

for i = 1:lattice.initial.n     
    row = initialStatesRowIndex(i);
    column = initialStatesColunmIndex(i);
    cellStates = zeros(length(stateCyclic),1);
    tick = 1:length(stateCyclic);
for ticks = tick
            cellStates(ticks) = stateCyclic{ticks}(row,column);
end
    plot(tick(1:400), cellStates(1:400), ‘-bo’, ‘LineWidth’,2)
    grid on
    title([‘State Changing Of Cell (i=’ int2str(row) ‘ j=’ int2str(column) ‘)’])
    xlabel(‘Time - ticks’)
    ylabel(‘State number from 0 - first to 14 - last’)
    ylim([0,lattice.initial.n-1]);
    imagePath = [‘04_State changing of random cell _’ int2str(i) ‘.png’];
    saveas(gcf,imagePath);
    A{i,1} = imread(imagePath);
end
imwrite([A{ 1,1} A{ 2,1} A{ 3,1}; 
          A{ 4,1} A{ 5,1} A{ 6,1};
          A{ 7,1} A{ 8,1} A{ 9,1};
          A{10,1} A{11,1} A{12,1};
          A{13,1} A{14,1} A{15,1};],[‘04_State changing of random cell_All.png’]);

%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% Cell states for random 
row = randi(lattice.setting.rowCount);
column = randi(lattice.setting.columnCount);
cellStates = zeros(length(stateCyclic),1);
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tick = 1:length(stateCyclic);

for ticks = tick
        cellStates(ticks) = stateCyclic{ticks}(row,column);
end

plot(tick(1:400), cellStates(1:400), ‘-bo’, ‘LineWidth’,2)
grid on
title(‘State Changing Of Random Cell’)
xlabel(‘Time - ticks’)
ylabel(‘State number from 0 - first to 14 - last’)
ylim([0,lattice.initial.n-1]);
saveas(gcf,’04_State changing of random cell’,’png’)

%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% Fractions
cellCountInState = zeros(length(stateCyclic),lattice.initial.n);

tick = 1:length(stateCyclic);
for ticks = tick

for state = 0:lattice.initial.n-1
        column = state + 1;
        cellCountInState(ticks,column) = sum(sum(state == stateCyclic{ticks})) / (300*300);
end

end
for i = 1:size(cellCountInState,2)
    plot( tick(1:400), cellCountInState(1:400,i),’Color’,lattice.setting.
colorMap(i,:),’LineWidth’,2 );
    hold on
end
hold off
grid on
title(‘Cell Fractions’)
xlabel(‘Time - ticks’)
ylabel(‘%’)
% ylim([0,lattice.initial.n-1]);
legend(‘0’,’1’,’2’,’3’,’4’,’5’,’6’,’7’,’8’,’9’,’10’,’11’,’12’,’13’,’14’)
saveas(gcf,’05_Cell Fractions’,’png’)
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% Fractions in 3D.

for i = 1:size(cellCountInState,2)

    x = i-1 * ones(400,1);
    y = 1:400;
    z = cellCountInState(:,i);

    plot3(x,y,z,’-’,’Color’, lattice.setting.colorMap(i,:), ‘LineWidth’,3);
    hold on

end

hold off
ylabel(‘Time - ticks’)
set(gca,’XTick’,0:14)
xlabel(‘Cell States’)
zlabel(‘Fractions’)
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box on
grid on
title(‘Cell Fractions in 3D’)
saveas(gcf,’06_Cell Fractions 3D’,’png’)

%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% check the sum
tick = 1:length(stateCyclic);
for ticks = tick

        disp(sum(cellCountInState(ticks,:))); 
end


